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EXECUTIVE SUMMERY

Traditional constraints on the development of fundamental design changes for Electronic Health Records have come
from a long-standing focus on compliance (EHRs). There is an urgent need for such innovation right now because
patients are encouraged to participate in the specifics of their healthcare and regain control over their medical data
through personalization and data science. In this paper, we propose MIT, a blockchain-based decentralized record
management system for EHRs. Our system provides patients with a thorough, unchangeable log and simple access to
their medical data across providers and treatment locations. MIT manages authentication, confidentiality,
accountability, and data sharing—critical factors when handling sensitive information—by utilizing special blockchain
properties.

MIT supports the development of data economics by providing big data to researchers and involving patients and
providers in the decision to release metadata. The goal of this paper is to present a functional prototype in advance of
field tests, through which we can evaluate and discuss our strategy and the potential of blockchain in health IT and
research.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the healthcare sector deals with sensitive, private, and confidential patient information, it has special data
management requirements. However, because this data is frequently dispersed across numerous locations and
service providers, accessing it in an emergency can be a time-consuming and ineffective process. Therefore,
blockchain technology is perfect for addressing these issues. It can securely and automatically update patient data
across multiple locations, store and encrypt patient data, including medical records, address ineffective
procedures, and prevent data breaches.

MIT is a digital healthcare platform that transforms healthcare data into priceless NFT assets, shares some of the
data you desire with healthcare organizations, pharmaceutical companies developing new drugs, and insurance
companies who need healthcare data remotely and is paid accordingly.

For MIT, the block content represents the ownership of data and viewing rights shared by participants in a
personal, peer-to-peer network. The use of "smart contracts," which can automate and track specific state
transitions (like a change in viewership rights or the creation of a new record in the system), is supported by
blockchain technology. We log patient-provider relationships that link a medical history with viewing permissions
and data retrieval instructions (basically data pointers) for use on external databases via smart contracts on TRX
and BNB blockchain.
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Network
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The MIT project is the first decentralized data processing hub capable of implementing offline data, creating NFTs on the
blockchain, and performing other API functions. The goal of MIT's global project with decentralized human health data is to
link the off-chain medical community. Although similar projects are currently available on the market, MIT's coverage, such
as its "all-round plug-in," is more comprehensive.
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MARKET SIZE

The latest research study provides a comprehensive analysis of blockchain in the healthcare market in forecast 2022-
2028, valuable for companies of all sizes and revenue levels. This research report provides key market insights and
industry approaches related to COVID-19(Omicron) in the coming years. Blockchain in Healthcare Market Report
provides data and information on investment structure growth, technological advancements, market trends and
developments, capabilities, and in-depth information about the major competitors operating in this market. Offers.
The study also includes a list of implemented global market strategies considering the current and projected future of
the sector.

The global blockchain market in healthcare is valued at USD 287.9   million in 2021 and will reach a valuation of USD
1,189.8 million by 2028, at a CAGR of 61.3% over the forecast period 2022-2028 expected to exceed.
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Cybercriminals can easily target centralized data storage. They will gain access to millions of users'
sensitive information by hacking into a single system. Some of the worst data breaches in recent years
have affected healthcare organizations (and their clients). Not just healthcare providers, but all
businesses that deal with private customer information, are affected by this issue. The Equifax data
breach from the previous year served as a reminder of how exposed centralized services are. Statistics
show that healthcare data breaches are 15%, second only to the financial industry

Data Breeching

Another problem with centralized data storage is privacy. Users have little control over how service
providers use their data and even less visibility into it. They'll have to have faith that the company
keeping their information will use it honestly and not divulge it to anyone else without their permission.

Privacy Challenge

Ownership Issue

Users don't own their data, so unless their current service offers tools for exporting their data, they
won't be able to take it with them if they want to switch devices or services. They will still be in charge
of handling compatibility problems. Most users will give up on the entire process because it can be so
frustrating and challenging, to lose important data in the process.



MIT is using one of the best technology we currently have which is blockchain technology, reduces the
possibility of fraud and data theft.
A hacker would need to delete the data stored on each user's computer in the global network in order to
destroy or corrupt our blockchain. Millions of computers could be involved, each holding a copy of some
or all of the data. Undamaged computers also referred to as "nodes," would continue to run in order to
verify and keep track of all the data on the network unless the hacker could simultaneously bring down
the entire network (which is nearly impossible). With more users on a network, a task like taking down a
whole chain becomes increasingly impossible. Due to the complexity needed to break into a more
extensive blockchain network with more users, there is a much lower chance of a hacker attack.

Data Breeching 
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Privacy Challenge

MIT introduces new mechanisms that allow data to be shared while upholding user privacy and giving
them control over their own data, such as decentralized identities and zero-knowledge proofs.

Ownership Issue

MIT introducing non-fungible token-based blockchain proof of ownership (NFTs).MIT provides digital
assets with verifiable mathematical scarcity. Additionally, by its very nature, blockchain provides proof
of ownership with every transactional movement of an asset so it can't be so frustrating and
challenging to proof ownership of your data.
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FEATURES PROVIDED BY MIT

HEALTHCARE METAVERSE
SYSTEM

Four significant metaverse components will be constructed by MIT. The module is currently made up
of four parts: DAPP, Donor Network, Acquisition Solution, and MIT DAC. In the future, there will be a
metaverse governance infrastructure architecture.

NFT Virtual assets

MIT offers NFT virtual asset services related to medical practitioner brands, further encouraging
medical professionals to pursue the freedom of ideal practice. We aim to create a new world of
cutting-edge health data management using distributed storage technology on the blockchain and
smart contracts as a blockchain-based global project for distributed health data. MIT allows people to
construct their own data assets, or NFTs, at a very low GAS cost to provide development businesses,
etc. in order to establish a precise connection between a stake and a person's identity or a piece of
their own health data assets as a new drug.

DATASETS FOR BIG AI AND DATA
SCIENCE COMPANIES

People can choose data over time and issue the appropriate NFTs after automating data sensitization
on MIT's platform for issuing NFTs of medical data assets. The quality of these NFTs allows big data
companies or AI companies to profit from them. We offer services for data model training. 
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FEATURES PROVIDED BY MIT

MIT DAC

MIT DAC is the governance framework for DAOs, and healthcare should be open-sourced to solve
human problems.
Because it can reduce medical costs and more satisfy the overall benefits of human medical
development. The emergence of MIT DAC is to solve problems in the current healthcare industry in an
open-source community using smart contract technology.

MIT DAPP

The MIT DAPP can quickly and easily check the data rights for images and personal medical history.
The DAPP must be open source, and patients are required to manage their own medical records, which
is the main distinction between a medical questionnaire under the blockchain and a typical app.

MIT Acquisition Solutions 

MIT Acquisition Solutions offers standard API interfaces, data collection standard API interfaces, data
pre-processing and privacy computing modules for data exchange between individuals and
organizations.

MIT Donor Network 

The MIT Donor Network automatically matches data buyers and provides incentives to storage miners
and related contributors based on an incentive economic model built on the model of deep phenotypic
analysis of medical data
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The creation of a digital trust platform by the blockchain implies that it is nearly impossible to alter
information once it has been input and that all parties can independently verify and track each
step. The term "blockchain" refers to a system in which new blocks are added to the existing blocks
whenever a new transaction is made. The entire history of the transactions involved is contained in
each block, which is updated simultaneously on the network and upholds a chain of integrity (or a
chain of trust).

Another crucial component of blockchain technology is smart contracts. They refer to software
(algorithms) that automatically carry out agreed-upon procedures, like transactions or reporting,
using the data in a blockchain. A smart contract can be used to automatically pay the terminal
operator, for example, if a container has been loaded onto a ship and this event has been recorded
in the blockchain for the container's bill of lading. Blockchains are thus made more useful by smart
contracts, which offer a distinctive and enforceable document.

BLOCKCHAIN CORE PRINCIPELS
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One of the most talked-about applications of blockchain in healthcare is centered on EHR
interoperability and healthcare big data exchange.
In 2016, the Office of the National Coordinator announced its Blockchain Challenge, which offered
thousands in cash prizes to authors of white papers that explored blockchain’s potential use for
addressing privacy, security, and scalability challenges related to EHRs. Fifteen winners were
chosen, and many of the submissions focused on creating a trusted environment for clinical
decision-making.
Clinical decision-making relies heavily on the success of care coordination and the ability to
connect data to patients across the care continuum. In one of the winning papers submitted by
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, the authors asserted that EHRs were not designed for multi-
institutional, lifetime medical record management.
Instead, they proposed a blockchain-based system called MedRec, which allows patients to
approve changes to their EHRs, authorize new providers to view their records, and govern sharing
between providers. The methodology also has the potential to increase trust in the data at the
point of care, which can be a major issue in clinical decision-making.

Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger technology (DLT) that enables decentralized data storage
and sharing. Because health information must be both secure to maintain privacy and interoperable to
permit the exchange of data for authorized uses, which can improve health outcomes, challenges with
data storage and sharing are frequent in the healthcare industry.

Following are some use cases of BlockChain in health care sector:

USE CASES OF BLOCKCHAIN IN
MEDICAL FIELD

EHRS AND HEALTHCARE BIG DATA

https://healthitanalytics.com/features/exploring-the-use-of-blockchain-for-ehrs-healthcare-big-data
https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/5-56-onc_blockchainchallenge_mitwhitepaper.pdf
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USE CASES OF BLOCKCHAIN IN
MEDICAL FIELD

HEALTHCARE DATA SECURITY

Blockchain also has the potential to significantly impact healthcare data security.
Health data security is a top priority for all health systems and organizations, but the increasing
volume of data and questions about managing it are significant hurdles for providers. Here,
blockchain could help as it uses immutable ledgers that are continually updated simultaneously on
all participating network nodes. This means there isn’t a single gateway from which data can be
tampered with, like in a central repository.
Though providing multiple gateways that are not secure could also present a problem, blockchain
is designed to mitigate this risk. Within blockchains, the data “blocks” are connected to all the
blocks that come before and after using unique signatures or “chains.” If data within a block needs
to be updated, a new block is added, denoting the update, rather than the old block being altered.
This creates a record, with timestamps, of all data that is added or updated.
Blockchains also operate using decentralized consensus, meaning that all parties involved in the
consortium using the blockchain must agree on how data is verified and recorded. For a bad actor
to attempt to exploit this and manipulate the data, they would need to gain control of a majority of
the nodes in the network simultaneously and alter the entire blockchain concerned with the data
they are targeting. This isn’t impossible, but it is extremely difficult because of the large number of
nodes in a healthcare-related network.

https://healthitsecurity.com/features/why-blockchain-technology-matters-for-healthcare-security
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USE CASES OF BLOCKCHAIN IN
MEDICAL FIELD

FOG COMPUTING AND THE INTERNET
OF THINGS

The healthcare Internet of Things (IoT) plays a key role in collecting, analyzing, and utilizing patient-
generated health data (PGHD). PGHD is created by IoT devices such as wearables, home scales, blood
glucose monitors, telehealth tools, mHealth apps, and other technology. This data has enormous
potential for enhancing clinical care, but it can be unstandardized and poorly defined. Combine this with
the large amount of PGHD generated, and the problem becomes clear.
For PGHD to be useful, it must be clear, concise, and nearly instantaneous. These characteristics enable
real-time analytics, which can be used in emergency situations to prevent significant patient harm or
death. Many organizations have depended on cloud computing to provide real-time analytics, which
allows data to be uploaded from the device to the cloud. From there, relevant information is identified
and given to an analytics engine to process and present to clinicians.
Unfortunately, this method can take a few minutes, which may be too long in an emergency. Fog
computing has been used to address this problem. With fog computing, IoT devices can conduct
analytics on their own by adding a layer of computing between the device and the cloud. This speeds up
the processing time, leading to faster clinical decision-making and leaving the cloud pipeline open for
large-scale analytics.
Fog computing’s ability to turn IoT devices into miniature data processing centers could also be applied
to sharing health data across organizations. Using a fog computing system with predefined user and
authorization protocols, patient health data can be transmitted across devices via a shared interface.
However, any data transformations or alterations only occur at the hospital or physician’s office from
which the data originated.
This fog computing ecosystem would allow permissions-based access to pieces of the same EHR for
hospitals, payers, pharmacies, clinicians, and other healthcare stakeholders, without needing to transmit
an entirely new record each time one organization had to make a change. This is similar to how
blockchains share and update ledgers on each network node. Thus, the fog computing ecosystem could
benefit from the security and data integrity protocols of blockchain technology.
Using blockchain, users would be allowed to view and modify certain datasets, and all devices would be
accessing up-to-date information simultaneously. Concerns about security and privacy common to
some data-sharing models would be alleviated because blockchain prevents unauthorized alteration of
data and is extremely difficult to hack because of the way it is designed. Blockchain-specific security
and privacy protocols would need to be developed, but doing so has the potential for a significant
payoff.

https://healthitanalytics.com/features/how-fog-computing-may-power-the-healthcare-internet-of-things
https://ehrintelligence.com/news/top-challenges-to-leveraging-patient-generated-health-data
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BNB Smart Chain (BSC), formerly known as Binance Smart Chain, is a blockchain network that was
introduced by the cryptocurrency exchange Binance. Smart contracts and decentralized applications are
supported (DApps). BSC coexists with the BNB Chain, formerly known as the Binance Chain. While the
second one allows for a high transaction volume with a 3-second block time, the first one supports smart
contracts. Together, the two blockchains make up Binance Chain.

Users can easily create DApps or even migrate them from Ethereum thanks to BSC's compatibility with
smart contracts on Ethereum. For this reason, BSC offers a wide selection of DeFi (decentralized finance)
products and DApps. In fact, a number of decentralized exchange (DEX) platforms, including
PancakeSwap and BurgerSwap, are supported by the blockchain. Users can trade or exchange their
tokens on DEXs.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Binance blockchain(BSC)
TRON blockchain(TRX)

We are using two of the most popular chains 

BINANCE BLOCKCHAIN

TRX

TRON is an online platform for the distribution of media and entertainment, and TRONix is the name of
the platform's native cryptocurrency (TRX). By utilizing the advantages of blockchain, this decentralized
system gives creators access to inexpensive distribution. Decentralized applications (dApps) can be
developed on the TRON blockchain platform, which typically requires less computational power than
other blockchains with a similar focus. Success has already been significant for the TRON blockchain
network, which has been compared to Ethereum and reached a market capitalization of USD 2.1 billion
(as of January 2021). The TRON Foundation, a non-profit organization run by CEO Justin Sun, launched the
platform in September 2017. It has offices in California and Singapore.
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With MIT, each time exchange of data is recorded on the blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace
where the data came from. This can not only help improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-
related businesses, but it can also help verify the authenticity of the traded assets.

Transparency & Immutability

Lower Fees and Security

The fees associated with MIT transactions are far less than those associated with debit, credit cards as
well as wire transfers, and BACS payments.

Traceability 

MIT is far more secure than other record-keeping systems because each new data is encrypted and
linked to the previous one. MIT is formed by a complicated string of mathematical numbers and is
impossible to be altered. 

Ease of use 

Ease of use is the reason why MIT has more value. All you need is a device and an internet connection.
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2022.02 Established MininfNFT
(MIT) Foundation

2022.08 MiningNFT TOKEN issued

2022.08 MiningNFT completes the
business model design of all NFTs
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2022.09 Listed on the Global
Exchange

2022.11 Full launch in the
healthcare industry

 2022.12 Promotion of listing on a
large global exchange
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2023.02 Metaverse setup

2022.03 MIT DAPP, MIT solution,
donor network, MIT DAC
development completed

Refinement and strengthening of
the project
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BLOCKCHAIN

720 Million

TOKEN DETAILS

Total Supply 

BNB, TRX (360 MILLION EACH)

CIRCULATION

35%

TOKEN NAME

MIT TOKEN

BASED ON TRX LISTED ON GLOBAL EXCHANGES. BLOCK
DEAL 10%, BNB-BASED DEPOSIT ON THE LISTED
EXCHANGE AFTER THE START OF THE BLOCK DEAL,
ADDITIONAL VOLUME LOCKED UP FOR 3 MONTHS.
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User Incentives
55%

Sales
10%

Company Ownership
10%

Community
10%

Team
8%

Funds
7%
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CEO
 National University of Singapore

EMBA Master
Biomedical Advanced Engineer
(Professor Level)
Singapore Temasek Holdings
Advisor
Vice President, Southeast Asia
Hospital Information Association

CFO

Stanford University Master of
Economics
Former CFO of QTUM Foundation

COO
 Thailand Chulalongkorn University

Master of Sociology 
Thailand Blockchain Association
Secretary General
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CMO 
 

Doctor of Biotechnology, California
Institute of Technology
Former CMO of Blockchain Labs

CTO
 

Master's degree in Semiconductor
Engineering, Korea University
Former Korean branch manager of
the WOP Foundation
SINSO Technical Advisor 
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ADVISOR
 

PhD in Socioeconomics, National University of
Singapore
Singapore Blockchain Association Chairman
Professor, National University of Singapore
Visiting Professor, Chulalongkorn University,
Thailand
Visiting Professor at Peking University, China

Park Youngho
President of the Korea-China-Japan Economic
and Cultural Exchange Association
Korea Camping Caravan CEO
Korea Camping Caravan Hongcheon CEO
Forest.Jico.Imagine.Caravan Asia General
Manager
victoria's secret invitation

ADVISOR
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INVESTORS

Xapo HUT 8 BITGo
https://www.xapo.com/ https://hut8mining.com/

 
https://www.bitgo.com/

 

https://www.xapo.com/
https://hut8mining.com/
https://www.bitgo.com/
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PARTNERS

MERCK Takeda Ecspc
https://www.merck.com/ https://hut8mining.com/

 
 http://ecspc.com/mobile/?

q=login

BANGKOK
HOSPITAL

Bumrungrad International
Hospital BNH

https://www.bangkokhos
pital.com

 

https://www.bumrungrad.
com/en

 https://www.bnhhospital.c
om/

https://www.merck.com/
https://hut8mining.com/
http://ecspc.com/mobile/?q=login
https://www.bangkokhospital.com/
https://www.bnhhospital.com/
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PARTNERS

NTUH Roche Coin Gecko
https://www.mc.ntu.edu.tw https://www.roche.com/ https://www.coingecko.co

m/en/coins/miningnft
 

CoinMarketCap BTCC crypto.com
https://coinmarketca

p.com/currencies/min
ingnft/

https://www.btcc.com/en-
US/markets/MiningNFT

https://crypto.com/price/m
iningnft

https://www.mc.ntu.edu.tw/
https://www.roche.com/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/miningnft
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/miningnft/
https://www.btcc.com/en-US/markets/MiningNFT
https://crypto.com/price/miningnft
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PARTNERS

ArzDigital coinbase
https://arzdigital.com/coin

s/miningnft/
https://www.coinbase.com/

price/miningnft

BINANCE
https://www.binance.com/

sw/price/miningnft

https://arzdigital.com/coins/miningnft/
https://www.coinbase.com/price/miningnft
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This legal disclaimer section must be read in its entirely. If you have any doubts, seek legal, financial, taxes,
or another qualified legal advisor. All of the information shown here is not meant to be comprehensive, and it
should never be interpreted as part of any formal agreement.
We are certain that the information contained in this white paper is true and up to current, as are all goods,
services, technological architecture, and business timeframes. Furthermore, all of this information may have
been modified without notice, and they should never be construed as a binding advising agreement.
Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are solely responsible for determining whether taxes, if any, are applicable to their MIT
transactions. It is not the responsibility of the website's owners or authors to determine which taxes apply to
transactions.

Limitation of liability:
MIT is not responsible for any loss or damage coming from the use of this website's content, including
written content, links to third-party websites, data, quotes, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please educate
yourself on the risks and costs of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise).

Investment risks:
Cryptocurrency trading has a high level of risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Before trading
cryptocurrencies, NFTs, or any other digital asset, you should carefully consider your investment goals,
degree of knowledge, and risk appetite. The majority of the data and content on our site originates from APIs
or third-party sources, as MIT would like to remind you. As a result, pricing and information cannot be
guaranteed to be current or accurate. As a result, MIT is not responsible for any trading losses you may incur
as a result of using this content.

Accidental Loss of Tokens:
It is possible to lose your whole game balance due to a multitude of reasons. If you don't follow the ICO or
Token Sale requirements to the letter, including providing a legitimate and acceptable receiving address, you
risk losing your tokens. If you don't write down your password or private key, you are at risk of losing your
tokens (depending on the rules of each token sale). In the vast majority of cases, failing to fulfil extremely
high criteria will result in the complete loss of all tokens.


